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Introduction
The purpose of this policy is to provide clear direction for the University of Canterbury Students’
Association (“UCSA”) to administer financial assistance through the Hardship Grant.
Policy Statement
The mission of the UCSA is to help students succeed and belong. The UCSA provides a Hardship
Grant/Hardship (Small) Grant for emergency assistance to fully enrolled students who are
experiencing unexpected financial hardship. The grant aims to retain committed students who would
be unable to continue their studies at the University of Canterbury, or seriously handicapped in doing
so, due to financial hardship and circumstances beyond their control.
Responsibility
The UCSA Hardship Grant and UCSA Hardship (Small) Grant are the responsibility of and administered
by the UCSA Advocacy and Welfare team.
This policy must remain consistent with the terms of any relevant funding agreement that exists
between the UCSA and UC.
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Procedures
Access
In order to access the Hardship Grants, the student must meet with a member of the UCSA Advocacy
and Welfare team. The student must complete an application form and provide the requested
evidence outlined in the application.
A student that turns up unannounced will be accommodated where possible but may be sent away
with a later appointment time at the UCSA Advocacy and Welfare team’s discretion.
When meeting with an Advocacy and Welfare team member, the student may be asked for additional
information so this team member may represent on their behalf to the Hardship Grant Panel. The
team member may also request further documentation if necessary and will discuss this with the
applicant in this meeting.
Eligibility
To apply for a grant from the Hardship Grant or the Hardship (Small) Grant, a student must be fully
enrolled at the University of Canterbury. The grants are accessible to both domestic and international
students.
Applications will only be considered if the student can prove they are currently experiencing a serious
financial issue that directly impacts their current studies. Applicants must prove the financial burden
is unexpected.
If the student does not meet the unexpected criteria, then at the discretion of the Hardship Grant
panel, a grant may be approved if the financial cost directly impacts their studies and is not a
consequence of the student’s actions.
Applicants are required to demonstrate that they are willing and able to successfully complete their
studies and graduate from the University of Canterbury.
Applicants must prove they are in financial need (less than $1000 in all bank accounts) at the date of
application. It is a requirement that the student has or is in the process of attempting to secure funding
from all other available sources such as but not limited to:
-

Family assistance

-

Grants from StudyLink or Work and Income (both recoverable and non-recoverable)

-

Course related costs
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-

Part time work

Students who are applying assistance towards emergency dental costs must provide a dental quote of
the emergency treatment needed (dentist to complete a StudyLink/WINZ form), and are required to
apply for financial assistance from StudyLink, WINZ, or private health insurance prior to applying for
the Hardship Grant.
Application
Students are required to be open, honest, and forthcoming with all information required for their
application. The Hardship Grant application form and the Hardship (Small) Grant application form are
available through the Advocacy and Welfare team at the UCSA offices or by contacting the Advocacy
and Welfare team via email.
The applicant is required to provide a completed application form along with all required
documentation relevant to their application.
A student is required to provide the following for the Hardship Grant:
-

Current student ID

-

Internal academic transcript/progress report

-

The last three months of bank statements for all bank accounts*

-

Budgeting worksheet

A student is required to provide the following for the Hardship (Small) Grant:
-

Current student ID

-

Internal academic transcript/progress report

-

Evidence/support of why financial assistance is required – summary of all bank balances (bank
printout) as at application date and what the grant is required for

When applying for the grants, additional documentation may be requested depending on the
individual circumstances, which is outlined on page 6 of the application form.
*Students are required to provide relevant bank statements for spouse, partner or if considered to be
in a defacto relationship.
Hardship Grant Panel
The Hardship Grant Panel must consist of three people: one non-student representative and two
members of the UCSA Executive. The non-student representative is selected from the pool of UCSA
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approved Hardship Panel members appointed by the UCSA Advocacy and Welfare team. This pool is
made up of employees of the UCSA Early Learning Centres, UC Health Centre, and other UCSA staff
members who are not Advocacy and Welfare team members.
A completed application will be presented to the Hardship Grant Panel. An Advocacy and Welfare
team member will facilitate the Hardship Grant Panel meetings and will take notes, but will not be a
part of the decision making process. In addition, this staff member will present the application and
will be available to answer questions based on the information they learned when meeting with the
applicant.
The Hardship Grant Panel will make a joint decision on the application based on the applicant’s
eligibility. The decision must be unanimous, and the panel’s decision is final.
The applicant will not be required to attend this meeting.
Notification of Outcome
Students will be notified of the outcome of their application for the Hardship Grant via their student
email address. This will be sent within 24 hours of the panel making their decision.
Provision
A student may only receive a grant from the Hardship Grant or the Hardship (Small) Grant once per
calendar year. The maximum grant, for the Hardship Grant, to any one student should not exceed
$300 but in exceptional circumstances may be approved up to $800. The maximum grant to any one
student should not exceed $50 for the Hardship (Small) Grant.
All approved grants will be made directly to the creditor on behalf of the student. The student must
provide all necessary documentation requested for this payment within five working days. If the
student fails to do so, the payment will not be deemed as urgent, and the grant may be cancelled.
Under no circumstances will payments be made directly to a student.
The Advocacy and Welfare Team Manager will provide the UCSA Accounts Department with a
Hardship Grant Accounts Form. Payments will be treated by the Accounts Department as a priority,
and whenever possible, payments will be processed the day received.
Information
All information gathered will be used for assessing eligibility and for statistical purposes to allow the
UCSA to continually improve their services. No identifying information will be published.
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The personal information provided to the UCSA for consideration of the Hardship Grant is protected
by the Privacy Act 1993. As such, any information a student provides will not be shared with any nonrelevant UCSA staff. The information will be stored in a secure manner for a period of at least seven
years. Students are able to obtain this information and request changes as required by law.
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